Room Swap Process

Your Chance to Swap Rooms with Another Resident!

On-line Room Swap Process
will occur

September 11th through September 18th

(Participants must be available to move September 20-22.)

Here’s How:

1. Advertise your bed space online on the Housing Portal

2. View other bed spaces that are available to swap on the Housing Portal
   (continue to look as more spaces become available throughout the week)

3. Swap rooms and move to your new Housing space after your move is
   confirmed and approved (Do not move before you receive confirmation)

4. Interested in a double room as a super single to yourself? Contact your
   RLC for more information, see below.

5. Consolidation— if you don’t have a roommate after the Room Swap
   process, you will need to consolidate into another room or pay for a
   super single.

Have Questions? Come to a Room Swap Information Session!

Mon., Sept.9th@ 5:30pm – CVB RAC
Tues., Sept.10th @ 5:30pm – CV2 MPR
Wed, Sept.11th @ 5:30pm – Joe West Lounge

CV2
Roberto Renteria
roberto.renteria@sjsu.edu
#795-5682

Classics (WA and JW)
Michele Kleeman
michele.kleeman@sjsu.edu
#795-5626

CVC Suites
Tracy Patton
tracy.patton@sjsu.edu
#795-5675

CVA & CVB Apartments
Daniel Lee
daniel.lee01@sjsu.edu
#795-5666